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Cutting Instructions

This is the EQ7 drawing of the table topper we will be creating. (Watch my YouTube video for more instruction.)

Cut your fabric according to the instructions on the previous page.
You will be making 16 blocks.
Each of the blocks will have a finished size of 8” x 8”

Mark the squares which are to be half square triangles from corner to corner. Sew and cut.

I like to chain piece my units and cut then cut them apart. AFTER they are completely sewn and cut,
square them to exactly 2.5” This helps when aligning them later for exact sewing
AND it also removes the pesky dog ears.

When all my blocks are done, I always lay my whole quilt out and pin the blocks together so that I don’t make any
mistakes when sewing. Unfortunately, that doesn’t always work. Here is what each set of FOUR blocks should look like
when sewn together.

Below is what I THOUGHT was my finished table topper top.
Honestly, I really like the pattern I created (this is a first for me and Electric Quit!) I mean I was H.A.P.P.Y. I was
actually singing the song, “Ring of Fire” because for some reason, my quilt reminds me of that……. And THEN, I spotted
IT. Not just IT but THEM. ERRORS!!! OMG…. Whatever should I do?

In the past, I would have seriously considered throwing the whole dang thing into the trash BUT, I Liiiked this one. I
really did. So, I bit the bullet and got out the ripper. It was SCARY. I wasn’t so sure I could remove an internal block,
rotate it and sew it back in without it causing me GRIEF.
I know, I KNOW… you wanna see the messed-up version. Here it is. Can you see IT… I mean THEM???? (It’s the one on
the left LOLOLOL)

And on the right is the fixed version. I hope it isn’t too weird of me to say this but dang-git, I’m proud
of myself for fixing it. Those of you who know me, know of my reputation of making ‘sewings’.
You know… I make sewings….UFOs that will never see the light of day again BECAUSE they did not
turn out as I had imagined them to be in my mind’s eye.

Well that’s about it. Have you ever had a mess-up like mine?
Oh, shhhhh don’t tell anyone but I used to work in a quilt shop and we had a lady who made our quilt samples and did a
fabulous job on EVERY quilt except one where she had a block upside-down in the middle of a king sized quilt.
I hope she never noticed it because I bet she woulda be mortified.

